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Performance Evaluation

Examples:
Evaluate design alternatives
Compare two or more computers, programs, algorithms

I Speed, memory, usability

Determine optimum value of a parameter (tuning,
optimization)
Locate bottlenecks
Characterize load
Prediction of performance on future loads
Determine number and size of components required
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Performance Evaluation

Performance evaluation is at the heart of every area in CS.

What basis do we compare things on? It depends on the
situation.

Examples

Which is the best sorting algorithm?

What factors effect data structure visualizations?

Code-tune a program

Which interface design is better?

What are the best parameter values for a biological model?

Does an educational intervention “work”?
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Examples

Is this design “usable?”

Evaluation Issues

System
I Hardware, software, network: Need clear bounding for

the “system” under study
Technique

I Measurement, simulation, analytical modeling
Metrics

I Response time, transactions per second

Workload: The requests a user gives to the system
Statistical techniques
Experimental design

I Maximize information, minimize number of experiments
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Evaluation Issues

no notes



A Common Fallacy

‘For propositions we want to believe, we ask only that the evidence not
force us to believe otherwise – a rather easy standard to meet, given the
equivocal nature of much information. For propositions we want to resist,
however, we ask whether the evidence compels such a distastful
conclusion – a much more difficult standard to achieve. For desired
conclusions, in other words, it is as if we ask ourselves “Can I believe
this?”, but for unpalatable conclusions we ask “Must I believe this?” The
evidence required for affirmative answers to these two questions are
enormously different. By framing the question in such ways, however, we
can often believe what we prefer to believe, and satisfy ourselves that we
have an objective basis for doing so.’

– Thomas Gilovich,
How We Know What Isn’t So
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A Common Fallacy

no notes

The Error of the One-Sided Hypothesis

Consider the hypothesis “X performs better than Y”.

The danger is the following chain of reasoning:
Could this hypothesis be true?
I have evidence that the hypothesis might be true.
Therefore it is true.
What got ignored is any evidence that the hypothesis
might not be (or is not) true.

A fair hypothesis (null hypothesis):
“X and Y perform (effectively) the same.”
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Statistics: The Basic Idea
Most CS research work involves samples from some
“population.”

HCI subjects
Performance experiments on workloads for programs,
systems, networks

We want to make inferences about a population by studying
relatively small samples chosen from it.

The parameter value (population value) is fixed.

The statistic (value) is a random variable.

The values for the statistic come from some sampling
distribution.
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Statistics: The Basic Idea

no notes

Statistics Questions (1)

Given a sample (chosen how?) and a statistic, what can we
say about how close our estimate is to the true value?

What is the typical difference between an estimate and
the true value? (standard deviation)
What is the range that it is almost certain to be in?
(confidence interval)
What is the probability that the true value is at least x?
(hypothesis test)
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Statistics Questions (1)

no notes



Statistics Questions (2)

Other issues:
How well are two factors correlated?
How can we predict an outcome given values for various
factors? (regression modeling)
Which factors matter? How do we optimize with respect
to many factors? (experimental design)
Are two populations the same? (ANOVA)
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Variable Types (1)

Variables can be classified into types, with increasing ability
to perform mathematical calculations.

Categorical variables
Nominal values, no rank ordering possible
ex: Sex (male or female)

Ordinal measurement
Rank is important, but cannot compare the values any
further
ex: Position in race (first, second, third), we have no
idea whether second is close or far from first
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Variable Types (1)

It is risky to turn M/F into 0/1 because then people get sucked
into trying to do math with it.

Position: Also cannot tell if second is closer to first or to third.

Variable Types (2)

Interval measurement
Equal distance between units, but no absolute zero
value so cannot take ratios
ex: Temperature in Fahrenheit, 60 degrees is 30 units
more than 30 degrees, but its not twice as hot

Ratio Scales
There is a fixed zero, so ratios make sense
ex: One salary value can be twice another salary value
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Key Parameters (1)
Mean (expected value):

Population: µ = E(x) =
n∑

i=1

pixi

Sample: X =
1
n

n∑
i=1

Xi

Variance:

Population : σ2 =
n∑

i=1

pi(xi − µ)2 =
1
n

n∑
i=1

(xi − µ)2

Sample : s2 =
1

n − 1

n∑
i=1

(xi − X )2

=
1

n − 1

(
n∑

i=1

x2
i − nX

2
)
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Key Parameters (1)

Weighted average

Important to note the difference in denominator between the
calculation for popuation variance and the calculation for
sample variance.

Variance alternate formulation: Might be easier/cheaper to
compute.



Key Parameters (2)

Variance:
We divide by n − 1 because the mean variance over all
samples is too low otherwise (biased vs. unbiased
estimator). [Bessel’s Correction]

Standard Deviation: Square root of variance.
standard deviation is in units of the mean

Standard Error (of the mean): s/
√

n

Coefficient of Variation: σ/µ
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Key Parameters (2)

Division by n − 1 is often explained in terms of Degrees of
Freedom (DOF). Given a mean, you only need n − 1 of the
sample items to deduce what the nth item must have been. Of
course, saying that just begs the question.

The real issue is that the sample mean was deliberately
picked to minimize the variance. So, as compared to the
population mean, unless they are the same, the calculation
using sample mean is going to come to a lower sum of squares.
Bessel’s correction is to, well, correct that.

Mean, Median, Mode

Question: How do we characterize a population with
one number?

I Indices of Central Tendency
I Favorites are Mean, Median, Mode
I The term “average” has no technical meaning

Cumulative Distribution Function: The probability of a
variable taking a value less than or equal to a:

Fx(a) = P(x ≤ a)

Quantile: Denoted xα, the x value at which the CDF
takes a value α is called α-quantile.
Mean or Expected Value: µ, E(x)
Median: The 50-percentile (or 0.5-quantile)
Mode: The most likely or most common value
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Mean, Median, Mode

“Average” just means “representative” and doesn’t tell you how
to calculate it. It is a good idea to train yourself not to use the
word. If you mean “mean”, then say “mean”. If you mean
“typical”, then say “typical”.

µ is the population mean, E(x) is the expected value for the
mean, computed from a sample.

Choosing Mean, Median, Mode

Each has its appropriate use (and inappropriate uses)

You can’t take the median or mean of categorical data. Use
Mode.

Does the total have value? (Ex: Total CPU time for five
database queries vs. number of windows open for each
query.) Probably use mean for the times, median for
windows.

Are the data skewed? Use Median
GTA’s mistake
Otherwise, can use mean or median
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Choosing Mean, Median, Mode

GTA’s mistake: Class grades (at least in US) are nearly always
skewed. So mean is inappropriate.

Generally, median is the preferred value. But it is harder to
compute than mean. They are the same for a normal
distribution (and so mean is used in most statistics since it is
easy to calculate).


